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Before you commence any journey, you must have a 
reason



Starting a Business is 
cool

I want to make a name 
for myself, become 

influential and 
recognized

Why did you start that business?

I want to make money 
to sustain myself and 

my family
I want to make a lot of 

money

Because there is no 
job, and there is 

nothing else to do

Because it’s the only 
thing I know how to do

Because the business 
was handed down to 

me by my parents

Because I am 
passionate about the 

business, or the 
problem it solves.

Does any of this seem familiar?



Your Expectation Fuels your Motivation



Your Motivation Fuels your Action

Keeps you persistent 
through tough times

Keeps you working 
hard

Keeps you from 
Distraction





Expectation vs Reality



Assumptions --> Expectations



Lets Burst Some common 
Entrepreneurial Assumptions that 

fuel expectations, decisions & 
actions



Assumptions about Being a good Entrepreneur

Once I figure it out, thats all

If I do it myself, I will save money

I have the secret source, no one else has.

Great businesses comes from great Ideas



Assumptions about Size of Reward you will get 
out of your business

Market Size x Unit Price = Profit

Need = Demand

Because X is doing this and Making a Lot of 
Money, I will too.



Assumptions about Speed of Getting Result

Prototype = Pre-Revenue Stage

The Harder I work, the Faster I can attain results

People act at the speed at which they talk

First “Hit” = Everytime Hit



Assumptions about Ease of the Journey

Everyone will always support me.



What are your 
expectations from 

your Business?
Are they Valid? Can your 
Business really give you 

what you want?



Hunger > Passion



Think in terms of 
Experiments


